The Material World
with Trevor Phillips 

Trevor Phillips : Hello,now class settle down please,this is the first paper in you course on probability, statistics and risk.There are two simple problems for you to solve.Please write them down carefully,using only one side of your paper,ready? Right,the first one's been set by Mr Haig. 

John Haig : Your given the following information.In random testing,you test positive for a disease.In 5% of cases,the test shows positive even when you don't have the disease [[Maths 3] Innumeracy;OU Medical decision making],and in the population at large,one person in a thousand has the disease.The question is,what's the probability that you have the disease? 

Trevor Phillips : Got that? Now question number two from Dr DeSortoi. 

Marcus DeSortoi : Find two numbers which when multiplied together give 126,619,and you're not allowed to choose 1 and 126,619. 

Trevor Phillips : Thank you.You may now start.You have 15 minutes to find the solutions,and there will be no talking,no collusion,you may not phone a friend,and I am the only one allowed to ask the audience.While you're puzzling away at that,I'm off to get my teeth fixed. 
[Segment on dentistry eliminated as for some people doing mathematics is like having a tooth pulled! -LB] 

Trevor Phillips : Now let's get back to maths.You can put down your pens now,if you have the answer right,please apply for the fellowship of the Royal Society straight away,because you are that clever.The truth is that most of us are not very good at maths,and the evidence is that we're not that bothered about it.In England fewer than 1 in 10 A level students takes maths,in spite of the fact that someone with maths A level can count on earning 10% more than someone without one.No wonder there's a shortage of top class teachers in the subject,they're making more money elsewhere,which could be one of the factors contributing to pupils lack of interest and confidence,but does it really matter, except if you're deciding whether to play the lottery? 
I have two mathematicians with me who think it does,and we're going to talk about why.In a moment Dr Marcus DeSortoi of the Dept of Pure Maths at Cambridge University will explain his number problem, but let's recap on the first conundrum which you'll remember was about probability,set by John Haig, a reader in statistics at the University of Sussex,who is the author of a new book called "Taking Chances".Okay John, could you first repeat the problem,and then tell us what the solution is? 

John Haig : Sure.In random testing,you test positive for a disease.In 5% of cases,this test will show positive even when you don't have the disease and in the population at large,1 person in a thousand has the disease,and the question is,what's the probability that you have the disease? 
Well a very common answer that gets given is,95%,and the reason behind this presumably,is on the principle that this test gives the wrong answer just 5% of the time and so if it gives you positive then the chance is 95%.But that's a long way out.You have to look at it as follows.Consider a thousand people.Now on average,just one of these will have the disease,but 50 others,that's 5% of a thousand will test positive.So what we've got here is 51 people who test positive,but only one of them has the disease,that assumes there are no false negatives,and that means that the true probability that you have the disease is not 95% it's nearer 2% [And that's how scare stories in the press start -LB]. 

Trevor Phillips : It's actually a completely counter - intuitive way of looking at this isn't it? Because most of us would just assume that the fact that 1 in a thousand had it,is completely relevant,and that really it's the test question that deals with it. 

John Haig : That's right.When people....there are many reasons why people get wrong answers to probability questions.One of the main reasons is an inability to correctly combine two pieces of information,and as you say,ignoring the 1 in a thousand is disastrous in this particular case. 

Trevor Phillips : Yes,in your book you make this distinction between,facts which are....things which are independent of each other,exclusive and so forth. 

John Haig : Yes.In probability,you have to be quite precise about what you're talking about,otherwise the answer can turn out to be totally different than what you thought it was. 

Trevor Phillips : Well we'll come back to that in a second.Let's deal with the thing that you know, most people are now listening for.how do I win at the lottery? Now if I buy a lottery ticket this weekend what are my choices...chances? 

John Haig : Well the same as they've always been .What you have to do is you've got to select six numbers out of the list 1 to 49,and a piece of sort of A level mathematics tells you there are just short of 14,000,000 different ways of doing that.So if you just buy one ticket,then your chance of winning a share of the jackpot is about 1 in 14,000,000. 

Trevor Phillips : So,just explain precisely what that means,that means if I do it 14,000,000 times the likelihood is I'll win once? 

John Haig : Er if you bought 14 million different tickets,all 14 million different tickets,your absolutely certain to win once (laughter).But if you could imagine going 14 million weeks or 14 million lotteries buying one each time,you might win several times,but it's perfectly possible you wouldn't win at all.On average you'd win once. 

Trevor Phillips : Right.If there's a roll over,you know,I mean you know,I'm struggling at this now,if there's a roll over what...does that improve my chances or not? 

John Haig : Er if there's a roll over,it still makes no difference to your chance of winning,but all the roll over money goes into the jackpot,and that means if you do win the jackpot,then you win even more money than average.I mean the average share.....the average jackpot prize is about £2,000,000.If there's a roll over,then all this free money from the previous jackpot comes into that and that might boost the average up to 3 or 4 million,depending on how many extra people buy tickets.Its well known that in a roll over,more people buy tickets because they're attracted by this extra bonus over the average of 2 million. 

Trevor Phillips : So the chances are lower but the reward is higher. 

John Haig : No the chance is the same,the chance is still...if you buy one ticket the chance is still 1 in 14 million.It's certainly better if you must insist on playing the lottery,buying it in rollover weeks,but you only get a benefit if you share a jackpot anyway. 
[You can improve you chances of winning at the expense of how much you win by joining a syndicate -LB] 

Trevor Phillips : Okay,now there's an interesting test that you apply in your book....or comparison you make in your book to give some sense of these numbers,er and you say that...I think if you toss a coin 24 times it? 

John Haig : That's about it. 

Trevor Phillips : That,yeah...you'd better explain.I'll start tossing a coin,see how far I get.[Science 1] Front 4 

John Haig : Okay er,it's trying to make sense of these probabilities like 1 in 14 million,which is obviously very tiny,and one way of looking at that is to say to yourself,suppose you got a fair coin [Ref: Davis & Hersh" The Mathematical Experience" {The Coin of Tyche}],and you keep on tossing it,and you just toss it 24 times,er then the chance that that all those 24 tosses will come down heads is just about the same,well it's about 1 in 16 million,but it's just about the same of you chance of winning a share in the jackpot if you buy one ticket. 

Trevor Phillips : Well,indeed and in fact I tossed my coin twice and first time it was heads and second time it was tails,so that's why I don't buy lottery tickets! Marcus your problem was actually to do....also with very large numbers,what is the solution? If you tell us what it is again and explain. 

Marcus DeSortoi : So the problem was to find two numbers which multiply together gave this number 126,619,and I didn't allow you to choose 1 and 126,619,also I should probably have mentioned any clever clogs who would have chosen minus 1 and minus 126,619 ! But if this was the only way to crack this number we call it a prime number,and this number is not a prime number and there's another way to crack this number into a product of two smaller numbers,and it's actually not a question with a terribly slick answer,and that's somehow the point of this question.Anybody who is sitting there listening to this has probably got their calculator out [Wishful thinking I think Marcus! -LB] ,and they're trying one number after another,just to sort of ......until they get an exact division,and probably by about now they 've reached 127 and they've divided it and found they've got 997.So those are the two numbers that multiply together.But the point of the question is that we actually don't have a deep enough understanding of prime numbers to find a much cleverer way to solve such a problem other than the sort of dumb way of trial and error,and actually the deepest fact we do know about the prime numbers,is a result in....the sort of probabilistic result.We do know what the probability of getting a prime number is,as we count up through all numbers.So far example in the first million we know we'd expect 1 in 15 to be a prime number [Ref: Davis & Hersh "The Mathematical Experience" p209 {The Prime Number Theorem}; I.Peterson "The Mathematical Tourist p15 {Prime Pursuits}]. In fact the deepest...the holy grail of mathematics is about how accurate that probability is.It something called the Riemann Hypothesis[Ref: Davis & Hersh "The Mathematical Experience" p363 {The Riemann Hypothesis};Protext Files PT3:SN4]. 

Trevor Phillips : (laughs) Before we get too far into this,explain to us why this matters.It's not just something that's of interest to the esoteric.....er mathematicians. 

Marcus DeSortoi : No,not at all.I've chosen these problems because if you've managed to crack that number I gave you at the beginning,in fact what you've done is to crack a code that Internet users are now using to send their credit card safely across the Internet [If you think its unsafe you can always use my cipher,its not PGP but its not bad! -LB].So cracking numbers has now become the business of the code cracker. 

Trevor Phillips : How does this work? Okay you've got a big fat number with whatever it is,20 digits or something,why is this significant? 

Marcus DeSortoi : Well let me first say that it's more than 20 digits.The sort of numbers that are being used on the Internet are about 100 digits,so obviously a 6 digit number somebody cracked in 15 minutes or something.But a hundred digit number....well this is going to be......let me give you a comparison.This is the same as trying to find two atoms amongst all the atoms in the universe.So it's going to take,you know,a little bit longer than just..... 

Trevor Phillips : If you want to try to find the two factors,that make up the 100 digit number? 

Marcus DeSortoi : That's right if you're trying to crack that. 

Trevor Phillips : Now how does this help in securing credit card numbers across the Internet? 

Marcus DeSortoi : So what happens is,a company who wants to do trading on the Internet,something like the bookshop Amazon,they choose these two prime numbers,they keep them incredibly secret, and then they multiply the two prime numbers together,and get this big number that we had at the beginning of the program.What they now is to ......they can now publically publish this big number [Ref: Red File: {Public Key Enciphering and Cryptography}] on the Internet and when you log on to the Internet you get this big number down the line,and you computer does a little computation,involving your credit card,and this big number,and then it sends this scrambled number across the Internet. 
Now the old sort of codes like the Enigma machine [Ref:Red File2:Bletch.wri;Turing.wri;Video: N45 "Station X"] ,which was used in the 2nd world war,if you knew how to encode a message,you actually knew how to decode it.So you don't want this in this case,because everyone can have access to this big number,and this is the point.It's a bit like a door which has one key to lock the door,but another one to unlock it.So in this case,you have the big number to lock the credit card,but you need the two secret prime numbers,which the company chose at the beginning to unlock the number. 

Trevor Phillips : And only Amazon or whoever it is has that? 

Marcus DeSortoi : That's right,and they keep those.So you see what a hacker has to do to crack these codes ,they can get this public number from Amazon and then they just have to solve the little problem I set you at the beginning,and if they can do that,then they can unscramble everybody's credit cards. 

Trevor Phillips : How do we know that the sort of clever people that we see in Hollywood movies can't just do that,you know? 

Marcus DeSortoi : Well it's quite possible that somebody might.In fact you mentioned,there's a nice film called Sneakers [Ref: Video: BB16] where it's all about a mythical mathematician who comes up with a very smart way of cracking numbers,and he soon disappears and it falls into enemy hands and things,but that's why actually companies like AT&T are putting a lot of money into looking at what mathematicians like us are doing about this rather pure theoretical looking subject called prime numbers. Because if we get the sort of insight that a solution to the Riemann Hypothesis might give us,then it's quite possible that we'll be able to crack these codes. 

Trevor Phillips : And so your a good man to know,right! 

Marcus DeSortoi : Oh obviously yeah! 

Trevor Phillips : Erm,this is one everyday application of maths,I mean the perhaps more common kind of application that most people deal with maths on is,risk assessment [Ref: PT4: Analysis1.txt; PT5:Think1.txt ;Think2.txt{Risk}; [Maths 1] Toynbee 1;Video: OB4:Equinox],whether it's crossing the road or insurance actually is the big thing now.Assuming that insurance companies don't just employ bookies,John,what are they doing when they set the premiums on my car insurance? 

John Haig : Er what they're trying to make sure is that they make a profit.Car insurance is a good field because by law you have to insure you car.You don't have to insure your house.But you're probably sensible enough to insure your house,because if you've got a house that's say worth a £100,000 and it burnt down,that would be a disaster,and to protect yourself against that disaster then you're prepared to say £2-300,something like that a year,hoping never to make a claim.But that's you're saying.You're happy to part with this £300 to save you from the catastrophe of having to buy a new house,find a £100,000 or something to buy a new house. 

Trevor Phillips : How are they arriving at the £2-300 then? 

John Haig : They do it purely by averages.They...an insurance company will insure hundreds of thousands,millions of people,and so they've got statistics going back over the years.They know how many houses are going to burn down on average,how much they're worth.They fix their premiums. There's a bit of competition goes on,not an enormous amount of competition,and they ensure that the amount of premiums that come in,in a year,is rather larger,than the amount that they expect to pay out. 

Trevor Phillips : So that they're simply using the risk calc...a simple risk calculation really? 

John Haig : Yeah,yeah. 

Trevor Phillips : Erm,I know that they now,erm Marcus,that they're involving mathematicians in another area of risk assessment,that is controlling epidemics and I find that rather interesting.How you can actually decide how to ......at what level you can control an epidemic? Is there some....I'm sorry,I beg your pardon,it's John I should be talking to about that. 

John Haig : Yeah,this was a very nice mathematical result that goes back to the 1920s called the Kirmack-McEndrick threshold theorem.You can divide the population into three sorts.There are susceptibles,those who might get the disease.They're infected,and infectious people those who are spreading the disease,and then there are the removed cases,those who can't get the disease,either because they've inoculated against it,or because they've had it already and they're immune.What you want to know is if some infection arrives a the population,will that spread.The threshold theorem tells you that unless the number of susceptibles is higher than a certain threshold,then that disease,then that disease can't spread. 

Trevor Phillips : Well I wish we could go on with that.Because I think that's terribly interesting,but anyway,we can't.Thank you very much Marcus and John. Next week what are the chances of an earthquake in Shropshire? Pretty high actually.Britain experiences over 200 a year,and 9 years ago Shropshire shook to a quake that measured 5 on the Richter scale.Not quite Californian,but it certainly rattled the China.Join us next Thursday. 



